**Model** | MM10-104A  1 x 4 HDMI splitter
---|---
**Input** | HDMI 1.4a female
**Output** | 4 x HDMI outputs female
**HDCP Protocol** | HDCP1.4
**HDMI 1.4a format** | 3D HDMI 1.4a support for all 3D formats up to 297MHz TMDS Clock speed.
**Resolution support** | 1080p @120Hz : 1080p 3D @60Hz : 4K x 2K at 30fps
**Deep Colour Support** | 30bit : 36bit : 48bit per pixel
**Digital Audio Format** | DTS-HD/Dolby True HD/LPCM 7.1/DTS/Dolby-AC3/DSD
**Frequency Bandwidth** | 2.57Gbps
***EDID Mode** | Copy output 1 to input : Auto mode compare output 1 and 2 EDID
**Power requirement** | 5V / 1.0A PSU adapter included with UK standard plug top : Max consumption 5W
**ESD Protection** | ±8kV (air gap discharge) : ±4kV (contact discharge)
**Dimension / Weight** | 70 x 145 x 25mm / 300g
**Operation temperature** | 0°C to 40°C

EDID*: In auto mode, EDID allows the lowest display capability to be relayed to the source for the correct setting. Where displays of different capability are connected on the same system, the lowest capable resolution will be set.

In manual mode the EDID setting can be adjusted for the correct display and audio setting or to copy the settings of the display on output 1 to be relayed to the source. The displayed resolution will only be equal to the resolution of the source.

Where the source resolution is greater than the display capability the HDMI distribution may not work.

In the interests of continued product improvement and development we reserve the right to change specifications, design and dimensions without prior notice.
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